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A Thesis on the Glen Grey Act and its effects upon
the Na ti ve Sty stem of I.and Tenure in Gape Colony
and the Transkeian Districts.

~--~-------~-------------------------

-wQ_arr~.

The first object of this essay is to trace
any tendtng!of the Natives in the Cape Colony to
modify their own comnunal system of land occupation in favour of any system more approximating
to the Western ideal of individual tenure or
ownership.

The significance of any such tendency

need not be emphasised.

The communal occupation

of land is one of the most essential bases of
tribal organisation.

·I
I

It is closely linked up

with the organi sa ti on of the family as an economic
unit, as well as with the tribe in that aspect.
It is, indeed, at the very roots of the Native
family and .tribal system.
To trace any changes from communal to
individual occupation mu.st be a part, therefore,
of a larger study, viz., of the develol)ment of
tribal life so as to admit of free economic action
by individuals untrammelled by the bonds of tri-

bal custom.

/
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The second object of this thesis, then, is
to trace the effects upon Native economic life of
any changes in the system of land tenure and, conversely, to trace any ways in which individual
tenure may have been rendered inevitable owing to
changes in other aspects of tribal economic life.
·The third object of this thesis will be to
estimate the importance of any such changes, but
especially of the change from communai to individual
land tenure.

At a recent meeting of the Economic

Society of South Africa, Mr. Goodfellow, who had
read a paper dealing with systems of Native land
occupation, said, in reply to a question, that
where individual tenure was introduced, the effect
was much less revolutionary than is commonly supposed, that, in fact, individual tenure was introduced only into areas in which the Natives had already begun to practise something very akin to it
of their own initiative.
L/

This answer, while

true, leaves a bigger question untouched, namely,
why had the nativie
to change?

systems of land tenure b~gun

It is the object of this thesis to

trace all tendencies in Native land tenure and not
merely those brought about by, or consolidated in,
the Glen Grey Act.

Only by attempting this larger
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estimate, can we estimate the importance of the
Glen Grey Act.
~

The Native tribes which cotjle under
our consideration are those situated in the Eastern
districts of Cape Colony and in the districts collectively known as the Transkei.

It should be

noted, in ~he first place, that these tribes had
not had a long and undisturbed occupation of their
territories.

They w e r e , ~ colonists of al-

most as recent an origin as that of their white neighbours.

They had been constantly disturbed as re-

gards the occupation of their lands by their own
migrations, by conflicts among their own tribe;
and by conflicts with the white people.

large

tracts of land had, in fact, been settled with
natives only for diplomatic reasons by whjte soldiers and statesmen.
In our area there had been conflict
between three main tribes from about 1820 till the
middle sixties.

These three were, first, the Ama-

Xosa who held a prescriptive right to the borderlands of the Cape Colony by an earlier immigration.

-4-

Secondly, there wer·e the Fing oes and, thirdly, the
Tembus, scattered remnants of formerly powerful
tribes, who, as

II

refugees from Chaka 1 s Reig n of

Terror in Natal 11 , had fled southward to op.Press,
in their turn, whatever tribes lay in their course.
The Fingoes fared no better against the Xosas than
they had against Chaka and they would soon have
been subjugated and absorbed had they not found
an uneasy saviour in the Gape Colony Government,
who sometimes found them useful for strategic purposes and sometimes found the responsibility of protecting them

ct

great inconvenienc~ Eventually,

they were settled down in those parts of the Transkei which are now the districts of Tsomo,
and Butterworth.

Nqma qwe

The Tembus had a somewhat similar,

if less troublesome career and settled in Glen Grey
District within the Colony.

In 1865 an attempt

was made to transfer them across the River Indwe
into the Transkei.

The tribe, as a whole, refused

to move but eventually four chiefs, with their
following, did so, occupying the districts of
Engcobo and Umtata, whilst the remainder of the
Tembus still occupied Glen Grey.x;x:

This emig ra-

x:>{

G .Go Comm. 1892
Mr. Warner's evidence before the Glen Grey Commission

-

~~~@· next page.
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tion delayed the process of overcrowding which
brought the land tenure question to a crisis
twenty years

later.

The remainder of the South

Transkeian territories were retained by the Xoaas
and allied tribes.
In other parts, such as Pondoland, there was
no security of occupation until long after the
British Annexation in 1894, owL ,g to the persistence
of inter-tribal conflict.
In no part of the regions with which we are
concerned had the natives had time really to settle down and consolidate their tribal economic customso

This fact is of importance in that it means

that the Native customs were not deeply rooted,
or, at least, not :r;>-eemanently adapted to life in
those r egi onso

The Natives'economic system was

itself in a state of flux, as that of all colonists
must be when they are adapting themselves to new
conditions and trying to settle on new land.

This

meant that the tribal · system was much more easily
influenced by contact wit~ Europeans than would
have been the case otherwise.
In the second place, it should be noted

xJ (Footnote to previous page)

v

d.M.Macmillan in nBantu, Boer and Briton, pp II2,242.
also Report of the Cape Colony native Laws and Customs
Jo ww ission of I883.
-·-
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that, while the land in question was not of
uniformly good quality, yet it was, especially in
the Transkei, on the whole, good agricultural
land, and sufficiently fertile to yield a good
living to natives who cultivated even in a very
predatory manner.

The Native population, in

consequence, were in possession of a reliable
food supply and it was only in case of exceptionally bad drought, in congested districts,
that white agricultural methods might appear to
be a necessary improvement.

The Natives, while

~ .

they were not so securely beua~ to the soil
that their customs became hide-bound, were yet
sufficiently secure to be able to despise white
immigrants who might try to improve Jheir
ugriculture.
Following upon this security, was the
important fact that the native populations were
of sufficient density to make their rapid transformation impossible.

In many parts of AUstralaaia

one of the effects of contact between white and
black people was the more or less rapid transformation of the economic • life of the latter.

-~---·
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This was especially the case where the aborigines
lived in snall communities on sparsely occupied
and infertile ground.

Under these conditions,

it was possible for a number of vigorous white
officials to organise .Native recruitment which
wouid perceptibly thin out the number of adult
males, to oblige the people to abandon their
own kraaling arrangements and to live together
in "villages"; to conduct their agriculture under
entirely new methods and with new staples, under
the close supervision of white experts and to
carry out many other changes which amounted to a
c owplete reorganisation of Native life.x
It is important to realise that all these tendencies
we re at work in the region with which we deal_..,

but that, owing to the density of population and
their security they could work only so slowly
as to have much less results.

In AU.stralasia

these changes sometimes meant that the Native
Population would be materially reduced and sometimes that they would be increased.

But in

the Cape Colony and th t Transkei, no sig ns are

x

-----·

Pitt-Rivers, "The Clash of 8ul ture 11 passim.
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apparent that the density of population was
affected either way, for these changes could not
be carried out by official action.

The Glen

Grey Act was the first real attempt to introduce
such changes into the tribal life of the South
African Natives.
In all of the districts with which we
deal, the population was almost exclusively native.
The whole of the regions east of the Kei River
had been reserved by treaty expressly for Native
occupation.

Small grants of land had been made

to missionaries and to traders, but white purchases
had been made illegal.

The lands were,indeed,the

possession of the Crown but their sale use was
~ot ~ -----guaranteed to the Natives~ to oe administered by
the Natives themselves in conformity with their
tribal custom.

White magistrates were stationed

throughout the territories.

It was their duty

to preserve the peace and to administer justice
in a way repugnant neither to European nor to
Bantu ideas.

Beyond this administra~ion of

justice, the magistrates appear to have had
little or no power.

-------

- ----

-

The Native populations
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were subjected to no direct official influence
b eyond that necessary to maintain peace.
Yet economic forces were at work, leading to
great changes.

To describe these briefly, we may

classify them under three headibgs:(1) recruitment for mining work and the drift
of Natives westward to take up work with
white f arm~rs and to work in tvatls;
(2) the influence of white traders in the Native
territories;

and

(3) the educational work of missionaries.
By 1894 the Witwatersrand mines were obtaining a

steady supply of labourers from the eastern districts and the Transkei.

These men were inden-

tured for definite periods and returned bring ing
money with them.

By means of this money a taste

for Euopean con:unodi ties was being developed, which
could be satisfied by the traders.

At the same

tima, missionary education, as well as other circumstances, was g radually showing the natives
that money might also be procured by selling the
produce of the land.

------------

This introduced a ne w factor

-)D-

into native life - the idea that crops might be
grown, not for the consumption of the grower's own
family, but for sale, so that other goods might
ultimately be procured.
We see here two changest(1) that a proportion of the male population
habitually went out of the districts for
lengthy periods;

C2)

and

that those people remaining at home beg an
to work in different ways.

The progress from communal tenure to individual
tenul'e is so closely bound up with these developments that their effect upon tribal economy must
be fully described in this essay.
Tribal economy, as the term i mplies,
was based upon the fact that the tribe ( an indeterminate group of Natives of homogeneous blood) was
the basic economic unit among the Bantu peoples,
just as the Nation is among st Western peoples.
The essential factor in this organisation is that
the Bribe occupies a certain piece of country,

known as the tribal lands.

It was these tribal

lands that had been guaranteed to the natives by

-

-
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the treaties of Grey and Smith and others, so that
these treaties really left the kernel of tribal
life intact.

The lands of each tribe were the

property of the people collectively, but no part
of them belonged to any individual member.

There

was no\ private property in land before' Western
influences made themselves felt, just as there
was no private property in air in Europe before
the aeroplane created a new set of problems.

The

tribal lands were the property of the tribe and it
vvas the chief function of the tribal government to
protect them from invaders.,and, what is more to
our present purpose, to allocate the use of them
to individual natives.

Qi

a native reaching

man's estate, he would apply to the chief for his
share of land;

on

c;1.

man's taking an extra wife,

he would apply for another piece of land so as to
enlarge his economic scope.

Similarly, v.ihen a

man found his land becoming less valuable, owirg
to over-cultivation or to soil erosion, or to any
other cause, he would call upon the chief to allot

-

-

- - - - - """''=='===='==~
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a new land to him, so that the other might go back
to pasture or fallow.

The tribal government, then,

was entrusted with the care of the land but more
especially with the allocation of lands to members
in proportion to their claims and needs 7 and with
the maintaining of a balance, in the whole of th€.
tribal lands, be tween arable and pasture,
, Important as are the functions of the tribal
government, the day to day activities of the people
are centred in the families. ·

a family in native

life means exactly th~ same as it means in European
life, with the one important difference that the
native family may be polygamous.

The head of each

family is the man, to whom the first piece of land
· is granted upon his marrying his first wife_., and
to whom a further piece will be gr~nted with every
extra wife whom he takes.

Before acijuiring

either a wife or the contingent lands, however,
each young male must serve a kind of apprenticeship
or waiting or qualifying period, in which, by dint
of performing various services for his elders, or
merely by inheriting the personal wealth of his
father, he will come to possess a number of head

·-
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of st%oc_k - the most important form of personal
wE::al th under tribal economy.

He will reach ma.n's

estate only after having achieved this ownership, ~

/; / ~ /
--h
~
wife P~ ~
/'\.....-q-~~~
, r,

because he v1ill

;d

cows both to "buy" his

and to stock his land when it is allotted to him.

~ - V " J , . .~ .

The institution knovm as "lobolo" guarantees that ..ZJ
. ,Y;:Eii
·'f
. ~,
J, r· /

no man shall be able to marry until he has this

'"

qual if ic a ti on.
Having the vdfe, the stock and the land,
the man now settles down to carry on his life's
work.

In the first place, the food supply rrust

be seen to by the gro~ing of grain.

This is

essential but not dig nified work, for the only
aim is to grow sufficient to carry the family
through till the next season.

None will be grown

for sale and little or none for profitable exchange.
The methods, as may be expected, arc crude and
unimproved.

The cultiva tion is little more than

that known as scratching the surface and is the
work of the womenfolk.

Then we see the first

clear econo-wic connection between polygamy and

--

f,:

4.

r/;; e,µ

·~
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.

the giving out of lands to natives at the rate of
one for each wife, for each wife is made responsible for the cultivation of one land and the
more wives and lands a man has the more secure and
substantial he is.
U1U

In the second place, stock

st be bred, or , if the word "bred'' implies some-

thing of selectivity, then we must say
created".

11

pro-

'Ihis is the e s sential business, for it

is by the increase of his stock that the native
may best improve his economic position.

Every

now and again, a few he~d of cattle will secure
another wife.J and with her will come more land to
c u ltivateJand with it the right to more pasture
land, so that it will be easy to let the stock
proceed to increase itself again.

Thirdly, how-

ever, comes the building up of the fcAmily.

This

has a very direct economic aspect in that every
daughter born to the man will, in time, fetch a
number of cattle nhieh when she is passed on to
another, presu'@ably, a younger man, as a wife.
Much is heard of lobolo being really a trade in
daughters and vre may say that that crude conception of the custom does not violate any of
6

·-

---- -- - - -
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its economic aspects.

When the man is old, he will

recoup himself for the cattle mich he has paid
out for his wives by obtaining cattle in exchange
for his daughters, so that he may die rich.

~s

for the sons, they are brought up to display manly
arts, until they are able to set up families of
their own.
One important feature remains unexplained,
that of inheritance.
an essential

This, in addition to b6ing

part of a description of the economic

significance of native fe1mily organisation, is of
particular importance, as will apPE:ar later in this
essay, in connection with the transition to
individual tenure.

All civilised systems of

inerhi tance can be broadly included under one of
two kinds - primogeniture and sub-division.

In

native life in South Africa, however, the prevailing
system appears to have been a compromise between
these two, fitting in admirably with the family
system as outlined above.

The system avoided

being primogeniture, for then the whole "estateu
®st have been left either to one wife, or to the

-

--
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eldest son, in either caseA' leaving the houses of
c:111 the other wives unprovided f 01:, and also the
system could not be one of sub-division for then

n ~ '.:.t'
I•• f- ./!.--.,e, ~

each wife must have been left in charge of her
OIi • . ( ?1

own house and the land attached to it,)presunably
in her own r ight_.,during her lifetime, without
regard to the needs of her sons, which were the
important considerations in the eyes of the tribe.
Actually the who lE:: of the husband 1 s property and
rights passed to the el~est son of the "greatu
')(.

widow" unless he made a

11 wi 11 11

-

a clear element

of primogeniture. 1 l'his holding was only one in
trust, for as the sons of all the wives approached
the years of manhood they were able to claim from
this widow their share in the property and the
eldest were. able to establish a claim to one of
the lands.

Thus the eldest son in each house ob-

tained cattle and a right to a land which he would
subs tan tia te by marrying.) while the younger s ohs
would 1:, ecome the owners of their share of cattle,

~ 4 2 ~ ~~c-&.------ ~ ~ ~ , . ~
~~A·--~

ft::;:;;JL._ ~ c . A - ~ ~ c / ~

!Z::~~~~2-~.~
../2._~
~ ~~ ~~ , L L ~
~'-~/>

·-

~-~~~~~~~-
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with which they could obtain a wife and so be in
a position to claim a · land from the chief.

Ultimate

sub-division as required by the members of the
family was the aim. x
Having described the economic life of the

.

Bantu tribe and family in terms necessarily some;hat

11

ideal", it is now our object to show in what

ways thia life was being altered by thE: three
influences which we enumerated earlier and especi ully
in what ways the scope for individual entE:rpriee leading to individual land tenure - was increasing.
Recruitment for outside industries
appears to have had but little effect upon the tribal life but a considerable effect upon family
~ife.

The only airect effects upon tribal organisa-

tion ap pear to have been that there v1as some
little danger of a loss of population through
natives stayihg away permanently • ~

a danger

which did not materialise-and that some adjustments were necessitated,which will appear as
we describe the changes in family life.

As

x On inh (:.r i tanc e c.1nd cus t omsee numerous re fe re nee s in
the h eports of the :Jape Colcbny n ative Laws and Customs
Commission of I883 andthe South .... frican Native Affaita
C ommi as ion of I903.

-

--------

-·- - - -

..asregards family life, we may begi1;t by taking the
case of the young man.

Under the old regime, these

would not have been expected to render any very
direct economic service to the community.

They

would have waited until they could inherit some
stock and then they would have become householders.
The period of waiting would, doubtless, in really
primitive times, have been devoted to warfare.
Now, however, that period was the opportunity to
c.arn consid6rable sums of money by going out to
work.

In practice, money was frequently never

touched;

the objective was cattle and the trader
1
and recruiter saw to it that cattle were advanced
to the native and that he would work afterwards
until he had paid for them.

Having worked off

the payments, the boy was able to claim his land
and to set up his first household.

The important

point in this process, for our pres(;nt purpose,
dis that the age of wmanhood 11 was reduced so that

the demand for lands would be increased by this
increased economic effectiveness of a section of
the population. x

The rate at which this happened

x ~'vidence of Mr Cooke before the Native Grievances
Enquiry of I9I4. Unpublished; in the possession of
Mr Goodfellow.

.,1.~-1
cannot be ascertained_,,but there appears to be no
doubt of its being a clear tendency..., and its result would be to strain the capacity of the chief
to find lands for all the legitimate claimants,
so that a land shortage would set in earlier than
~al.~

it otherwise would have doneyand also a de sir~ on
the part of the natives that they.Ji'.ould be quite
secure in the tenancy of their lands ~nd free to
use them as they chose.

X

The influence of the traders hlis been almost
sufficiently indi ca. ted.

The only other point

to make is that the traders fostered a taste for
articles which could be obtained only for money_,,
and so kept the natives going out to work even
after being married_,,and also taught the important
fact that crop might be sold for money. xx
This, coupled with the teaching of missions, began
to foster new agricultural ideas in the minds
of the natives.

Ploughs btgan to be known.

This meant that cattle came to h ave a use as
draught anii:ai:lals in addition to their exchange

x ~vidence of Mr Jenner before the Cape Colony
Native Labour Commission, I893
xx Evidence of Mr Hargreaves before the 8outh ..;.ffican
native .nffairs Commission of I903
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value as universally desired objects.

They could

not, however, be entrusted in their field work to
the womenfolk, for that was against all the ideas
X

of the natives.

The man thus took to ploughing

and after a man had been once or twice to the mines
he would look forward to continuing to make money
by selling his grain.
somewhat revised.

.:-1.ll his ideas would be

He would no longer have an

economic reason for desiring more wives for he
would have extra hut tax to pay for each one, while
he would not be able to cultivate the extra land
that he would be able to claim in respect of her.
His cattle, having their 11lobo 1011 value reduced,
would tend more and more to be valued as draught
animals and he w ruld be willing to turn his at tent ion to srraller stock, such as sheep, which would
grow money on their backs.

Instead of aiming at

having many lands, with a wife in charge of each,
he w~uld tend to concentrate on one, which he
vrould cultivc1te.
Here we ~ee the tendency to individual
tenure clearly indicated from the point of view
of the na ti v e •

The more active the man, the more

he would want definite possession of his own land,

x Evidence of Mr Mzimba before the South African Kative
Affairs Commission of Ig

.. 21-

so as to be free to experiment without regard to his
less progressive neighbours.

We must mention that

as population was steadily increasing, it became
more and more nt!cessa.cy that all cultivators should
be made secure, while later claimants would have
to go elsewhere.

It is common to attribute almost

all of this tendency to a greater pressure of
population.

:Ve can only point out that other regions,

such as Natal, appear to have experienced an equally
great pressure of population.on the land, without
it leading to any of these results.

The fact was

that the Transkei and Ciakei were fertile regions
which had been penettated thDroughly by European

influence, while the bulk of the land in Natal
was inaccessible Pasture land.

re now come to deal with this subject
as it appeared to the Europeans in Cape Colony and
the:. other parts of South .Africa.

"Indi vidua 1 tenure"

for nutives had long been a favourite panacea in
X

matters of native policy,

but this, like all

panacactB, appears to have meant very different

things to different people.
x See the debate in the
Glen Grey Bdll, reported
and following days. Also
in the same paper during
---------

~

All reports

Jape Lefislative Assembly CB the
in the Cape Times of 27th July I894
series of lectures reported verbatim
1..ay and June of that year41Jt,...cf~.
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X

on individual tenure beg in by enumerating instances
in which it was put into practice prior to the date
of the Glen Grey ..Act, while in MacMillan's~ape
Colour Q,ue st ion" we read of cases in which it was
tried on mission s ta ti ons.

In nearly all of

these cases, however, so far as the facts are
available, it appears that little resemblance

s::0

can be found to the process at work in the Transkei.

'"

The measures appear to have been artificial in the
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seen to have failed very largely because they were
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life of the natives.
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In the first place, it may be mentioned
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that it was a common p:r;"actice for missions to at-
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nearly all artificial in the sense that the natives

tribal centrol, for the land was the property of

re:
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-23the missions.

They must be regarded as settlements
"-'

for private purposes, not as developments of
tribal life~and not as efforts to mould or change
trihal life in any way .
The various military settlements
were equally art if ic ial.

In div id ual tenure v1as

iven to Fingoea on the boater of the Cape Cmlony
X

before 1836, but it was tenure over farms of 200
to 300 morgen, whilE. the average holding inside
the Native territories was never over 40 morgen.
One experiment has all the appearance of having been~ real attempt to bring
about . the economic development of the Natives on
We s t e rn line s •

xx

The Kamastone scheme in 187? pro-

vided tha.t some 1,879 plots, each plot about the
usual size of a native' s land, should be surveyed
and these should be allocated to natives who should
apply for them and payffieat pay rent and surveying
costs.

These plots were gradually taken up.

It was also provided that the people should reside
in huts constructed some distanc(. away from the
x Surveyor C ener~~~~~ I883
.xx See footnote .to pag
~~d alsoReport of the
South 1 ~frican l~ative "ITCommission of I9I0o
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the fields, no doubt in a position at once healthy
and. easy to supervise.

..Although the good lots were

taken up slowly, it seems clear thQt the natives
simply did not sc:.e the advantage of having lands
of their own, out of the Chief's jurisdction, especially when

"4

heavy "tax" was involved for the

doubtful benefit.

Still less did they see the

benefits to be gained from living away from their
lands on special building sites, which again cost
more money, for we learn that the building sites
were not taken up.

This scheme has all the marks

of an advanced but clumsy administrative effort.
The natives were to be persuaded away from their

tribal ~ays;
vators;

they were to become peasant culti-

they were to pay rent to the magistrate

and to depend upon him
tenure;

for their security of

they were tQ live in little villages,

which could easily be supervised and sanitaril.ly
cbnspected.
The idea that natives might be given
individual tenure to lan6. seems thus to have
begun with the practical administrators, but,
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after the establishing of the Witwatersrand gold mines,
the idea gained force with all sections of the populati on.

It became not merely an administrator•s

aAvice but~entral "plank'' in a complete Native
Policy.
It fitted in with the ideas of all pe4'Pl
who aimed at

II

civ ili sirrg the .Native 11 •

:Missionaries,

educationists, employers, all intelligent citizens
who gave thought to the problems arising out of the
contact of natives and whites, took it up as one of
the hopeful and practical ideas.

The main point,

it was thought, was to wean the native away from the
tribal system.

That system, it was held, prevented

his attaining the status of a citizen of a civilised
stateo

The influence of the chief~ was .held to

be detrimental, since it upheld all the old tribal
customs and, quite correctly, it was thought the
influence of the chiefs was great

because it was

their function to administer t:Le land.

So

long

as the chief could allocate and withdraw lands to
and from members of the tribe, so long could he
oblige them to cultivate in the same way as their
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neighbours, to pay lobolo as custom dictated, to
stay at home under his influence~ rather than to go
out to work i'or white employers.

It is probable

that the influence of the chiefs was ove"rated

"

at this time, for,

ct

s we have seen, economic forces

were at work with no uncertain results.

Yet an

active chief might hold up the action of these
influences considerably should he wish to do so and
the opposition of the chiefs has been one of the
X

reasons for the failure of early experiments.

For

example, again, it seems to be an established
fact that chiefs did order natives not to go out
to work with the recruiters and did prevent the
establishment of trading stations.

The policy

was, then, to deprive the chief of his power
over land.

Then each native would be settled on

his own small farm and a progressive group of
peas an ts would be formed in place of a population
of semi -barbaric people.

e kno,, now that this

idea was never carried into practice, but it must
be mentioned as one of the factors in causing
the Glen Grey Act to include individual tenure
X Evidence given by Mr Tillard before the Cape Native
Laws and Customs Commission of I883.

----------
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among its provisions.
It should be mentioned that it was a
part of the policy of the Cape Colony Governments
to replace chiefs by appoinjed salaried headmen
whenever possible.

This circumstance facilitated

the success of the Glen Grey Act.
Apart from these political considerations, was the definite problem of how to increase
the supply of labour for the various industries.
The farmers of the Eastern lTovince of Cape Colony
seem never to have suffered from any inadequacy in
this respect, but those of the Western Province always complained of expensive labour and, worse still,
of a labour supply that was irregular and which tended to become prohibitively expensive at harvest
and sowing seasons.

This difficulty of the Western

Province farmers appears to have been accentuated
whEnever any other industrial development, such
as railway or dock construction, was carried out
in any part of Cape Colony,aince the stream of
Natives from the East would be diverted from the
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the f' arming regions.

The establishaent of a gold

mininb industry in the Transvaal., with its very
effective means of drawing labour to itself, appears
to have affected the ',lestt..rn farme:rs very greatly.
Their complaint were loud.
~

The Government appoinied

Commission to enquire into the labour supply in

1891, which reported in 1893.

It cannot be said

that the report contained anything of value, beyond
showin 6 the state of mind of the various pa rties
concerned.

The main conclusion, naturally enough,

was that the na tives would only become effective
v1age earners when they had been taken out of their
tribal system~ and the main objection to this tribal

-~

system was that it provided the natives with land so
that they could life in idleness:
deter

any measures to

this should be tried, and individual tenure was

advocated.

Some ten years later, a Transvaal com-

mission sat on the same question,iss u ing a report
in almost identical terms.

The South .African Native

Affairs Commission, again, took over the conclu s ions
of the Transvaal Commission.

It was the "fixed

idea" of people who wan ttd to increase the supply of
ative labour that the tribal system, -which ~. trove to
x Report of the Cape 1:J ative Labour Com:1 ission, I893

------
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provide land for all members of the tribe, should
be weakened_,, and weakened especially in reg ard to
its land system.

We uru.at point out, in passin~ , that
this idea wq s much more of a political panacea
than of a deliberately thoue,ht out scheme for,
as may have been shown already in this essay, the
chief, in providing lands for his subjects, was
uite at the mer~y of any factors such as increasing
population, land shortage, or the introduction of
lestern ideas of agriculture.

It was even dis-

tinctly possible that the policy of individ ua l tenure
would defeat the purp.ose of the employers by
attaching the natives more firmly than ever to their
lands, while improved methods would enable the
lands to carry bigger populations th~n be fore.
But, mistaken or not, the idea was put into practice
very quickly, for in 1894 the Glen Grey act ,:1as
introduced into the Cape Parliament and ~ l y
passed into law.x
The Glen Grey act provided that,whenever
the natives wished, they might apply to the magistrate
X ACt 257

of I894

-----
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to have their tribal lands , or any suitable portion
of them, surveyed and cut up into pieces /cit,ach
of which a native would obt~in title o n. payment of
er-,

c-.t,.:-, .~. ,c:.

his share of the cost of survey, and,.an agreement
to pay qui trent.

The lands could be thus subdivided

only at the request of , or with the consent of,
the whole of the natives concerned, since the lands
had been guaranteed to them by treaty.

But in

practice, in order to give the Glen Grey Act a good
start , it was decided to deal with certain districts
and assumed that the consent of the hatives had been
given .
The first step was the surveying of the
land.

This is assumed often to be a simple operation
.,........_.

but , in fact, it appears to have gvein considerable
trouble at the time, and to have been one of the constant factors ever since in preventing the spread
In the first place, it was

of individual tenure :
expensive .

The natives who took up titles had

to agree to pay some

£3.10.0 .

This was a very

large expense for a native to undertake and would
not be ·borne unless he saw some very clear return

"-----·-
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for the money.

In fact, as this essay will show,

he never took the view that the t :i .tle was worth
the money and, in consequence, the survey of
native lands ceased to progress and with it the
~doption of individual tenure.
Apart from the matt er of cost, surveying
was a device difficult to graft on to native life.
In the first place, the whole of native agriculture
had been based upon the circumstance that the people
could shift from one part of the land to another,
under the: guidanc(; of the chief.._ to prevent collisi(in,
as desire or convenience dictated.

The land near

the rivers was cultivated and allow~d to g o out of
cultivation according as it responded to the hoe.
The "fields" WE...re shapeless, for the land was patchy
u s regards quality and the rivers ran in courses

that were anything but straight.

The pasture land

was not definitely cut off from the arable, for it
was pctrt of the treatment of all arable land to
put it under pasture from time to time and conversely

whenever it was thought that a good crop might be
got from

a

piece of the generul pasture, it would

generally be taken.x

Mow, as

we

have seen, this

x Evidence of Sir Theophilus 0hepstone before the Cape
Native Law and Justoms Commission of I883, and of
Mr llzimba before the South African ~ative Affairs Commission
of I903.
·---~ ----------=;;..;;;
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description would not fit all parts of the Transkei
equally well.

But, even in the most advanced

parts, those which were chosen to have the Glen
Grey .Act applied to them, they indicate the difficulties that were in fact encountered.

No system

of surveying could have the necessary elasticity.
In order to survey, it was necessary to mark off,
definitely, the pasture land from the arable.

This

was provided for in the A.ct, which gave to evecy
landholding native certain pasture rights.

It

was also necessary to mark off definite allotments,
or gardens, which would become the holding of individuals permanently.

But these holdings must be

limited in extent, for more land was not available.

~p..·I/'

A'710:oldi,; which had been ample for a native \men he

had been able to have it in the form of several
good patches of land, which he could change about
c,s he wished, was much less valuable when he found
himself confined to one fi~ld.

Again, as we have

mentioned, the mivers in the Transkei and Ciskei
do not run in straight lines and the good land tends
to be found in patches rather than in wide expanses.

-3aBut surveyors, possi.bly not very expert surveyors,
were tempted to use straight lines us much as possible, with the result that the unfortunate native
boundaries
might find that t h e ~ of his land were technical
X

rather than natural.

It must be borne in mind

that surveying was a process literally foreign to
thr native mind.

It was also a process~which the

land in the native territories did not lend itself
+eaat all readily.

In addition, therE.. was a dis-

tinct shortage of skilled surveyors available for
the work.

In all of the earlier experiments, the

surveying had been one of the points of breakdown.
In the districts under the Glen Grey .Act it appears
that there was very considerable dissatisfaction
at the · time but it appears that the surveying was
found to have only one especial

drawback, which

proved fatal, - its prohibitive cost, in return for
which the benefits appeared to the native to be so
doubtful.
It may also be mentioned that in the
case of the ear lier e.."'Cperimen ts, such as Kamast one
and Peddie, it ha ~ been provided that special

x Report of the South .i-1.frican Native ·~f&J.i;r;s Commission,
l9IO, and .1.1 eport of the Se lee t Commit tee of the Cape
Lebislative ..'1.ssembly on Glen Grey .i..llot\fuents, I895.
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These had,

residential sites should be surveyed.

in no case, been taken up by the natives.

The Glen

Grey Act, in consequence, made no provision for th e
survey of building ho ts, though provision was made
~
to supply natives with "sliile.ihg eit&i, should they

......

desire them.

The natives, needless to say, chose

to continue to live on their lands as before and
not to undertake additional survey expenses, for
the still more doubtful benefit of living away from
tp.eir lands.

Thus the attempt to form model

villages was unsuccessful.
In all of the original Glen Grey districts
population

VkiS

dense and methods already far advanced

towards the stage at which each man has his own
small lllarm.

This meant that the surveys, to be

successful, had to confirm each man in his holo.ing
with as little change as possi-ole.

This was evident-

ly kept in mind and is the chief reason for the
Glen Grey surveys bein...;, at any rate, less unsuccessful, then those of Kamastone and Peddie.
The land having be en surv eyt.d, the next
step was t h e issuing of title to the holders.
was a fact that in the Glen Grey districts there

It
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were no dissentients to the

a.u7Vey'

and every native

who already held land agretd to take aholding under
the 11..ct.

T.he first essential was that the native

should pay half of his murvey costs.

This done,

and an agreeroon t made to pay the other half in four
equal instalments, the title was issued and the
native entered into his individual tenure.

He

was relieved of the ordinary costs of transfer,
for the wholE: of the transfers under the Act had
been put through in bulk by the Rebistrar of the
Colony and sent to the Resident Magistrates for
their disposal.

The total cost of transfer was

thus the cost of survey only, to the lrc.ttive, although this appears to have been very high, as
w·e have seen.
The land was to be held by the natives
not in freehold but under the quitment tenure
X

bf Cape Colony.

T.he rent was fixed at a nominal

sum, though in practice the areas being so small
this bEcame a considerable rent.

The choice of

quitrent ib preference to freehold was nru.ch
criticised in the Cape .Par li amen t.

It was held,

on the one hano, that quitrent was an obsole te

x This was fully dealt with in the d t.. bate on the
Glen &rey Bill. see f ootnote to page 2I.
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form of tenure and that there was no reason for
revi ~ing it for use in dealing with the natives;
that the native should be given absolute freehold
so that he would feel complete security.

On the

other hand, it was felt by somE:. legislators that
the native should be made to feel that the ultimate
ownership of the land was not in himself.
latter view prevailed.

This

The Government abolished the

hut tax in the case of natives with indi v idual title
and took, instead, a quitrent of 15/- per annum per
plot of four morgen.

Theoretically too it was

felt that if the natives

were given the land only

under quitrent it would be more easy to prevent
their mortgaging the land and to excrc ise general
c,..ntrol over them.
issued ~

Title to use of commonage was

a location board.
Now that the titles were issued in the dis-

tricts to which the ~ct was first to be applied, it
remained to be seen hevv the land provisions would
actuully v1ork out.

In this respect, there appears

to be one consider<::ltion of deciding importance,
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·which was the fact that the whole of the land in
this area

WJS

g iven out to the Natives, who al-

ready had holdings and, in consequence, no pro-

X

vision was made for any increase in the population.
A

steady increase was taking place.

nia t was

to happen to natives as they attained the status
of manhood, when normally some piece of land
would have been found for them?
This was a question ,mich had been f ully
anticipated by the fo:amcrs of the Act.

These young

men\, it was intended, would have to go out to work.
It was in this way that it

\'V'"d.

s hoped that the Act

would contribute towards a solution 0f the labour
shortage problem.

Pressure of population vra s bei Q?;

felt in Glen Grey but the nutive land system was
elastic;

nearly all natives would, somehow , g et

a patch for their womenfolk to cultivate.

The

material welfare mi~ht be reduced owing to this
overcrowdin.;, but that might merely be borne
by the natives;

it would not, of its elf, suggest

that they should go out to work.

It might

actually mean that they would be more keeh on
C

staying at home, sine their only chance of
~

x See heturn of Jorrespond~nce, May I894, A6J94.
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getting a piece of land was to stay there.
Given a survey, however, resulti11g in each holder
having

~ g the responsibility of a tenant at

la~ a llld having to pay rent,

r,iven also the cutting

up of the available land into a definite nQmber of
pieces, which could not be increased, it was felt
that it would become nruch more difficult, ultimately,
if not at once, for surplus natives to be accommodated.
It was fully recog nised that, at first, the landholders would provide for their brothers and sons
b y allowing them to live on their holding~and some

gradual encroachments might be made on the commonage.
But in time the holaers would become more and more
commerCtal in their outlook and less willini:... to main-

~-t,..,1&.-

tain these encumorances.

J?r..ovision for this ~was

made in the Act by means of the Labour Tax.

This

tax was. one of 10/- per annum on each male adult
'tho had not been out of the district at work during
a yea.

7 and

who could show no good reason for having

failed to go out.

It would fall directly upon

these young men, who were craving lands of their
own.

Ac tu ally, owing to lack of adminis tra ti 1De

machin~ry, this tax was only very slightly applied.

\
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Unfortunately, there are no statistics which
throw any light on the Glen Grey Act a.m it
the numbers going out to work .

affects

The evidence of

eye-witnesses indicates that very iittle difference
This is supported by what we do know,

was ina.de.

.,
namely, that the individually held land c o n ~
to support many males apart from those who held title
to it.

It appears that while the natives were being

changed in respect of their methods of agriculture
and their clothing and their food, they were not
being changed nearly so quickly in more fundamental
matters.

They might have title to land under Cape

Colony law and they might, as a matter of convenience,
stay for a long time on one piE.ce of land, yet they
~ould not realise what property in land meant.

mo

them land was still something to b~ used and to be
claimed until one had the use of enough of it.

~ut

it was not something that could be owned like a
man's cow.

Title deeds might be a proud possession,

but mainly as ornaments.

If land did belong to any-

one, it was to the tribe, orrp more probably, in
these dist~icts, the family.

If only one member of

~
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of a family had succeeded in g etting a piece of land,
it v~s his natural duty to provide for his relatives
It was

until more land should becomE:: available.

the family that was thought of in c onnec ti on with
So, fr om

the economic welfare, not the individual.

the passing of the Glen Grey Act to the present day,
thE. people actually living on land

may correspond

only distantly to those enumerated in the title deedso
It is significant that in one respect the
=ct was quickly amended.

The Inheritance provisions

~98.

were chanled by the Glen Grey AmendmE::nt . . ~ct of

The ori l, inal Act was passed on the assumption that
the native system of succession was ohe of primogeniture and that, as the natives took to individualism in their hrnded affair· s, this primogeniture
7'

X

would become more, :tather than less, confi~d.
I,.
The landed estate of a native, therefore, had to
pass.J,i'd intact to his ma~e heir (determined by a
special table of primogeniture supposedly based
µpon Native custom, included in the Glen Grey ~-..ct.)
In actual practice, under Native Custom, however,
this property would have passed to the son, in
trust only, for the widow or widows, during her
life, each widow having the le.ind which was

i

~~
/Jnr ~ ~~ ~ -~~
~~ 1!~
~1~/~03.

X
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apportioned to her hofl>e.e.

It was found that the

Act, by making him o. ner instead of trustee, was
unworkable

The evidence given before the Select

o

Committee df the Working of the Glen Grey Act of
X

170~.~

was over-whelming in proof of this fact.

The

need of the Na ti ve s was that the land should be

.

held in trust until the death of the widov1 and

+'

that the eldest son of that widow should come into

~

In the Glen Grey District

Cl)

0
~

her land at her death.

~

polygamy was so infrequent that no special provision
had been made for it in the original Act.

•

+'

C.>

~

Even

:>)
Q.)

~

so, however, the principle of the life in.terest of

0

s:::

the widow was considered essential, since only in

Cl)

..-l

0

that way could the fma ily be held together.

Q)

,q •

The native view was upheld by Parliament in this way

+' t\1

.0

s::: s
0

in direct opposition to the view of the Glen Grey

Cl)

xx

Q)

magistrate;.
A further amendment on this
a4,point wasAmade in 1903, when •1 1ife:. interest
11

•

>

+'

+'

Q)

s
s

'H

'M ~

was
XXX

chari.:sed into

('$

~

interest until deuth or re-marriage··.

0

0

)
(1)

+'

0

s:::

0

The significance of various features

,l)
Cl)

of the A.ct will become more aparent on an examination of its application to particular districts.
It was no accident that the ACt~irst applied

(1)

..-l '"O

•.-I

CJ)
•

8 '"OC
CJ)

H

~

><
~

to the Glen Grey District.

>

<l)

This was one in

x See especially the evidence of Kr ~rabant, Mr Tantsi,
und Mr Jabavu.
xx Evidence of Mr Jenner before S.A.Native Afs.Comm. '03.

:j
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which the

11

land question" had become acute.

The

Resident Magistrate explained the position to
the Cape Colony Labour Commission of 1893.
was all occupied.

The land

The magistrate only just sue-

ceeded in preventing the natives fro@ taking the law
into their own hands and ploughing up commonage land.
A

great many natives went out to work in the

mines.

When they returned, many of them wished to

,n.arry, or brought back families fr om out side./~
stock, and demanded lands, to which they were entitled.
Other nati>es were growing up, also, and demanding
lands.

The magistrate was doing all he could to

/'J

L.l~.tL~ ~:tL&P'd

meet the demands.

For seven yeB.r'\, he said• in

·:

1898, he had been persuading the natives to adopt
individual tenure, so that the land question would
be reduced to more manageab.le proportions through
simpl~fying his work.

Then, shortly before 1893,

the]tidwe Railway Concession had been made. There
had evidently been some flaw in the treaty rights
of the natives, for it was found possible to
make over some 25,000 morgen, all of it in the Glen
Grey district and all densely inhabited, to the
Concessionaries.

The people had to be moved from

this area down to the last man and had to be
x Evidence of 11:r .Jenner(Resident Ivlagistrate of the Glen
Grey District}, before the Cape Native ~abour Comm. 1 93
andbefo:i;:e the s.A.Nat. ~""ffairs Comm. '03. Also Special
returner Corresponaence Ao-'94.
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provided for in other parts of the district, the
. t ra t e 1 oca t 1ng
.
!>
• • t 1a
· t ive.
·
magis
onJ.i, o~~
1n1
f/

The situa-

tion was acute and when it was ~ressed upon the
attention of the politicians in Cape Town, it was
seen that this might be the occasion for a
large scaleapplication of the principle of individual tenure, which was then so much in people's
mjnds.

The magistrate appears to have assured

L,w.

people that the settling of the question wouldAa

good effect upon the labour supply from the district.

petition from the Natives themselves
X

v1as presented.

The Glen Grey ~1ct was passedo

.;1.l though the Act via s, at fir st, applied only
to the district of Glen Grey, it was designed for
extension as quickl~ as might be, to the Transkeian

xx

districts.

Th~ selection of this district, how-

ever, had been necessary, a~1e have seen, but
was unfortunate from every other point of vi~w.
Glen Grey was a di strict in which conc...it ions were so
bad that some remedy was felt to be necessary.
It was not a favourable trying out ground for a new
.ii.Ct.

The overcrowding we have already not ed.

x Evidence of Mr Ealipa before the Cape J:lative Lab our
Commission of I893 •
.xx Text of the Act. Par. I.

· - · -· ··

-

- ti
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But this overcrowding was made into a serious problem largely by the fact that the land was barren.

x

Nearly all the surveyed plots were "dry 11 in the sense
that they were not served with water except by
rainfall.

~1.

succession of dry seasons was all that

was needed to make the pi:eiure a very unattractive
one and actually in the eight years after the passing

•
~

0

of the .;;.ct there ·were only four "good II crops.

~

1-i

In addition to this, the disadvantages

...
~

0

inherent in the ./i.ct itself came into evidence under
these tryi

CJ +'

the people in the Transkei who were eagerly waiting

xx
In the first
XXX

place, was dissatisfaction with the survey;

+'

~·n
a,

this

s

r-iS
e,o
a.>

,q

n

(ll

+'·n

,q

was inevitable, as we have already seen, and appears
to have been compuratively mild.

:» •

a, a,
H a,

conditions and further disillusioned

to aaopt it as a working measure.

,:

C +'
0

a,
a, H
a, 0

More serious was the+'

r+-1

+' a.>
..... ..0
n

h
objection evinced to the I.abour Tax which was re-

sm
0,0

arded as a direct measure of unfreedom.

.

ore ser1 ous

again was the fact that the Act made provision for
~~

~eneficial occupation".

If a native were away from

0

S

+'

I"-<

0

(;)

C1'

.

r-i>

Q) a,
Cf.)~

"+-4 't-1

his land for six months in any one year he was liable
to lose his holding.

This appears to be incredibly

hard, as the Natives \fished to go out to work for
several months at a time and were actually liable to

0

0

~

(l)

f..t
0

9-l

o

s:::
Q)

V•o

~ .....
P~ >

~M

::a::

:A:

x Evidence of llr Sweeney before s •.A.J.Jut •.nffairs Comm.' 03.
XXBvidence of Mr O'Connor before Cape Labour Gomrn.'93.
xxx Report 0 f s. -c. on alen G1·ey 11.llottments, '95
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a kx if. thc:v d id n o·~ co out.

I t i~ net ::1·1-r:. ... i 1 e:
1

that there was much discontent •
as

WE.

In the next place,

have seen, no special provision Vi as wacie for

polygamists and though it happened thut theae
were few in

nul!lbe'f"~-,~ra was felt

that

c:.

vital

principle was involved, espec i ully for the '.l'ran ske:i •

X

.. further griE:vance was that the vote was not given
to allotment holders.

Added to this that the coats

of obtaining tenure to which all the native holders

~---

had to commit theoselves, amounted to some £3.10.0o for
a four morgen holding, distinctly wa.B thett- the market
value of the land and a very heavy burden on an imporveri shed people, who ~ ~ h a d full use of the
land and it will be seen that the hopes of the
exponents of the new system were certain to be somewhat dashed, as indeed they were.
After the Glen GrE:y di~trict the act
was extended in the following year, 1895, to Butterworth, 1Tqamaque, Tsomo and Indutywa.

These Practi-

cally comprised the lands of the Fing o tribe.

The

Fingoe s, as is wel 1 known, had been more influenced
by Western ideas. than any other natives, and their

x Evidence of Mr Sandili before the South african
ative Affairs Commission of I903
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lands in these districtf! were the most advanced in the
ways

ft which .•1 e

es say.

have described earlier in this

For many years the Fingoes had uppreciated

commerce in agricultural p r ~ and had gradually
approached individual tenure in practice by fencing
land, by planting trees and by building substantial
X

houses;-

not to men ti on oc casi anal efforts a ,

irrigation with its complicated question of individual rights.
•

g roup of

~

Re;eo.ted attempts had been made by
natives to obtain some form of

private right to their lands in some such form as
xx
"tickets of occupation" , which might have been
granted by the Governcent.

Governcent, however,

had felt it impossible to make these grants owir.g
to the fact that the tribe, as a v hole, had a genexxx
ral title to the land, embodied in 1raaty.
It would have been considered a breach of treaty for
any private rights to have been established in land
that belonged to the tribe as a whole.

Such a step

could only be taken by dealing with the lan d as a who le
with the collE;ctive consent of the people and this
was done in 1895.

x Mr O'Connor's evidence before the Ca,LJe .L~ative Labour

Jommission, I893.
xx 1:r Buna 's evidence before same commission.
xxx Same as · ref.x. ·
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This Fingo settlement was in direct contrast
to the Glen Grey experiment.

The Fingo districts

were just those which were ready to receive the measure.

They v~rc prosperous and not overcrowded.

1'he labour Tax was objected to, as everywhere,
but it was not collected.

The survey was carried

out smoothly, since much fencing had been done already and only needed to be confirmed.

Moreover

the survey was carried out Yi ith extrc.me care in these
X

a. 1stricts.

Even the high cost of survey did not

~revent all the titles being taken up for the Fingoes
were the wealthiest of the native peoplei.
The ir, tention of the f"'f)iUI}c:rs of the Act, ai...
vie have already mentioned, v:as that it should be extended as and. when native districts were ready to
~enefit bJl it.

After the two settlc:ments, ·.: ith which

'T e have just dealt, a long bre~thing space follmved.
It was not until 1911 the next settlem t. nt was carried
out.

This was in Tembuland~Encobo und Umta ta.

These districts are the lands of the Tembu tribe
and vie may refer to them

a.S

the T1:.mbuland settlement.

The Tembus were much advanced wpon the raw natives
surrounding them but less advanced than the :i?in 5 oes.
The progress of the settlement appears to have been
x M.r E.Gilber~ Hall's evidence before the t..A.Nat.Affs.Comm.1qo3
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very slow.

By 1925 the Umtata titles were only in
X

course of preparation.

By this time the main fea-

tures of individual tenure were well kno\,' n from the
o~~

two experiments.

Survey difficulties had all

~

been overcome, 8speoially as regards the expense.
The benefits of pea~e were now so well assured that
natives who cultivated lands were never disturbed in
their use of them.

The individual tenure of the

Glen Grey ~ct had become almost suyerfluous and
in consequence the native saw no reason to undergo
the troublesome and expensive process of formal
survey.

similar experience wus found in Xalanga,

which was proclaimed under the Act in 1911, but in
which the titles appear never to have been taken up.
In that district, as in the othero to which the Act
was a pplied, the natives themselves had improved
their agriculture and had been much in contact with
v1hi te influence.
In the vihole of the Trunskei outside of
these districts, individual tenure clauses of the
act were never put in force, although a few attempts
at thE: establishment of individual tenure appear to
x Union Year .Book, I925, ''Individual Tenure:'
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have been oade, on u very small scale, probably by
X

the local magistrates, as experiments.
The economic effects of the application
of the net are dufficult to determine.

Its effects

xx
can be tr&ced in the greater security of the natives

shown by decr€ased law suits and app€.:als to the
magistrates.

But the effects upon productivity,

upon lab our supply ana up on the pr event ion of'
economic ove:.rcrovvding, are impossible to trace with
any degree of accuracy.
In the Glen Grey district it can be definitely stated that a welcome de ::_ree of organisation vms
achieved by the ..l-1.ct.

Overcrowding was prevented to

the txten,t that it ahppened throllf,h outsiders
drifting into the distrct.

It must be pointed out,

however, that this would have been achieved by any
strong administrative measure and ~as not bound up
.. ith any advance toviards individualism.

It appears

to be euqally clear that the arrangements uncler the
Act were able to do nothing to combat the luck of
water and the badness of soil.

Its history since

x E.G. Kentane District. See evidence of Mt THompson
before S.A.Kative Affairs Commission, I903.
xx Evidence of Mr E.G.Hall before same commission.

-~1894 has been one of steady depreciation, the recurrent
<irou_shts effectively preventing any organised efforts
at improve.:me nt.

It was, as has bee.n said, an

unfortunate district, in which to try out the Act,
·which probably did all that could be expected of it
in solving the "land question".
In the Transkeian districts the conditions
·,.c. re very different, though the results of the Act
are equally difficult to determine.

1'.here was no

approach to anything that could be called overcrowding
X

in any of the districts brotlf,ht under the Act.

It

had been common for natives to cultivate farms of ten
morgen, while twE.;nty and even 40 morgen farms
'.: ere not uncommon d.nd these areas were c onfi rme d under
the Proclamation, whilst provision was made for poly-

xx
€:,amists by allowing land for extra wives.

.Also

these farms had been definitely cultivated by individuals, who h~ct enjoyed long occupation of their
farms, to such an extent E.VE:n that th~y had practiced
a little fencing.

The effects of the act would seem

to have promoted rather than retarded the element of
individual enterprise.

Cul tivatcim

·were now able to

x Heport of Departmental Commission on Native Land
Occu_pati on 1908.
xx Proclamation 227 of 1898.
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farm in prt cisely their own ways, and, indeed, we re
obliged to be progressive in order to meet the costs
entailed in individual tenure.
an economic necessity.

1inter crops became

Previously there had always

been difficultic:s connected \, ith them, such as
the one that under the old tribal tenure it was the
e;E..neral practice that thL cattle of all the nei r hbours
1e re free to graze on a man's lands dur ir~ any seas on

when he had no crop in the ground.
m€.ant the winter season.

'l'his had always

.A ID:ln, however, had the

ri ght to impound his neighbours cattle should t hey
X

wander on to his land during any growing season.

'/hen winter crops were first grown, when fencing was
imperfE';ct and doubtless objected to by the ne.ighbours

tlmmselves, it was a constant source of trouble that
cattle. wandered on to lands in winter which were
under winter crop o.nd v1erc. impounded.

1'his is a

good example of the difficulties encountered by
progressive peasants in breakini:; away from communal
practice.

~cR.,....l

The probe.em .vas ~a-lad by the individual

tentire of the Glen Grey A c~~
t , s a fencing became
the rule and not the exception.

x Evidence of Mr Dick before the South Af1·ican Native
~ ..ffairs Gommission of I903.
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,-,e have now to examine the effects on tribal and
familly structure and see if possible hov, they correspond
to the expectations of the advocates of individual
teunre. In connection with the effects on tribal
structure we have Ol'l.fl definite result to show.

Under

the system of individual allotments as put into practice
in the 1ranskei th~re existed great variety in the extent
of holdings, but ut the same time there was a very
marked diminution in the lands of chiefs and headmen
relatively t.o the ordinary members of the tribe.

X

'.l'his

fact, · together with the loss of power to allocate lands
to followers, greatly lessened the prestige and influence
of the tribal heads, ,.md tended to red.ease the pressure
that held individual units together, intercannected by
the bonds of communal authority and custom. The tendency
to individualism which wus thus left free to take its
course had been in the first instance created, and was now
intensified by the custom of the young men of going ouf
to work in the Co.l ony and on the Transvaal mines.

The

possession of wages gave the Hative wealth and standing
independently of the tribal society. Thus a process of
distintegration was set up, destined to end in changing
x Evidence of Rev P.J.Mzimba before the South African
l!a tive Affairs Commission of 1903.
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the Natives, , from e1embers of small primitive communities

r

to individualistic citizens of South africa. It is
difficult to say how much of this process is attributble to the system of individual tenure. ~he sam
tend~ncies are at work ~n all the ~ative territories
oft he Union and beyond, but there seems no doubt that its
introduction did give matters a push on ~ he \1 ay
they were sliding.
It was expected by the legislators of the Glen
Grey ,Act that individual tenure would attack the
tribal system through the orgahisation of the
family - that i3, by reducing polygamy. But as
ve have seen, as soon as tha Act was applied to
a d isteict where polygamy was really prevalent,
it became necessary to make provision for it. Thus,
though polygamy seems definitely to have decreased,
v,e

cannot attribute it to the introduction olff

individual tenure •
... matter which is ex:tcemely relevant in connection with detribalisation by contact with the
white economy is the_re la tionship of the Mat ive s
in the Territories to the traders. 'l'he ammonut
of credit which was extend~d to the Nativesis
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almost the only index we have of the rate of increase of"civilised wants". The natives became
lar~ely indebted to the traders during the year,
and paid them at harvest time or when their sons
returned from the mines with their wages. The
storekeepers giving evDdence before the I903
Jommission declared that the introduction of
individual tenure had enabled the ~ative4 to
obtain increased credit . The ctebt of an average
landholder in the CI.'erri tories was anythigg from

£ 20 up to £60. At

that fi gure, in I903, the

extent of indebtedness was beginning to reach a
maximum . 'l'he indididual allotment holders, the
storekeepers

0€.! c la red,

were able to ob ta in this

large credit, not apparently owing to an increase
of Health, but to improved standing, and a sense
of responsibility. It ~as customary for them to
give their title deeds to the storekeeper as
security when their · debt became l.J.rge. 'Ibis security had only a sentimental value, as, un&er the
terms of the Act, the allotments could not be
mortgaged and were not liable to execution for
debt. Gases had come up of u storekeeper arranging
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to huve the la.nd sold ( to unother native ) and
collecting the proceeds. This was a very troublesome process, however, as special permission had
to be obto4..ned from the Governor for any sale,
.
~
and this vm s usu~ lly an effective
deterent. On
~

this e~idence, it seems that individual tenure
probctbly did increase credit facilities tc some
X

extent.
The questions we have just discussed wete those
that interested the politicians and g overnment
officials, who v1ere faced vii th the problems of
legisl~ting for and ~dministering Native affairs,
and the mineowners, the farmers and the Public
Works ..uepartments who v,ere in search of labour.To
the ..:,atives themselves individual tenure was
successful or a failure according to ite effects
on the gen era 1 prosperity in thi se di strict s in
which it was applied.
In the Glen Grey district, as Vie havealready
seen, any effects ~the rlCt might have had in
introducing improved methods of agriculture, and
in stimulating commercial production, were blighted
by a SE..ries of unfa.vourabl,e seasoms. 1lle have now

x Evidence of Mr Gars tin and lir Parker before the
South ~frican Native Affairs Comr.Jission 9 1903.
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to find out what happened in the 'Iranskei. For at
least thirty years these fertile districts had
been peaceably set tl~d, and we have evidence to
show that the

tr.ii.(

terial .1ealth of most of the
1

landholders had been considerable during that
period. Even a.fter the rinderpest in I996, each
allotment holder possessed anything over ten head
of cattle and from I50 sheep cimd goats up to
X

thousands.

Before that holocaust the numbers of

cattle were, of course, far larger. Although cattle
were largely kept for the prer.;tige v1hich they gave
their owner, yet there was a certain export of
meat to the Colony. Wool was regularly sold to
the traders. The largest article of sale, however,
was wheat, vvhich, it is reported, ~,as exported
in thousands of waggons a year to Kingwilliamstovm,
xx
which owed its prosperity to this trade.
e have no evidence to show that this favourable
state of affairs was affected eithfer .vay by the
introduction of individual tenure. OpiniQns are
given, but they are no more thah opinions. They
tend to estimaje prosperity as less rather than
x Evidence of nev Ma.-mba before Sou th African lia ti ve
_.ffairs Commission, I903 •
xx Evidence of Hes srs Hargreaves , Ta int on, ci.md Dower
before the same ~ommissiono
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mbre, but the land tenure clauses of the Glen Grey
fict are not included amongst the conditions giving
rise to the c~ange,if it exists.
Summing up our conclusions, we find that the
effects of the attempt to introduce individual
tenure among the l~atives amount to very little
indeed. i\l}art from the special case of the Glen
Grey district, the .d.ct , where a~)Plied, meant
hardly more than a legal confirmation of existing facts. It was not found possible to apply it
\'There it would be more. The d iff icul ty which
led to this result was an administrative one.
The officials responsible found that they could
not introduce u well planned scheme from above.
There was not sufficient understanding between
white and black to muke that possible. Moreover,
che hatives were members of an organised society
from which they vrould not willini:;ly be prematurely
weaned, and not an inchoate mass, waiting to be
set in order. The result was that it was necassa.ry
to wait for, and encourage if possible, a gradual
change in ideas und wants, brought about by the
economi~ and social forces of the time. By the
time they had 11a it ed for, and encouraged, the
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chane;e, their scheme was no longer needed, for
itspurpose had been achieved.

---------------------------------------------------

.

EXPLANATI on

OF

T.ru3LE.

The figures up to 1881 only are given,
because there was no important experiment between
thc.1 t da t€; and 1894, when the Glen Grey .,.ct was
passed.
The larger settlements only are g iven.
Small mission locations and other small

0

roups of

allotments, such as a nuober neur Kingwilliamstown, have been omitted for the sake of clarity.
The remarks are relative to the
oE:thods and conditions of' surv~y only and do not
at tempt to account in full for the results obtained.

Reference to these will be found in

the text of the thesis.

------------------

Table compiled from lists given in Appendix F. 1883 lfotive laws & Customs
Commission Report. Surveys made between 1853 and l88l,
in connection with individual tenure, excluding
Mission Locations, etc.
Division

Total
of
lots
surveyed

Descri;Etion.
Buil- GardLig
den.

Total
Titles
No .
Ta- Not
of ti- ken Taup. ken
tles
issued
up.
by

Ti- Cost
tles of
can- Sureel- vey.

led. £.s.d.

.,.

.Am-

..irea.
ount
of
refun- Comded.
Mon£ s. d .age
Mor .

S.G.D.
J>edd ie 1.
728
( Locations 2. 181
3o 499
4. 538
5. 120
6.
62
Gcalekaland.
2745

439
171
264
269
60
31

289

-

235
269
60
31

728
171
499
538
120
62

I

-

-

-

38
42

728
171
499
538
82
20

728
171
499
538
82
20

910.0.0.
213 .15. o.
623.15. o.
672.10. o.
150. o.o.
77.10.0.

-

-

I-

-

-

I

-

-

- -

.J -

-

47.10.c.
5~.10.0.
!
I

?ueenstownl
Tarnbookie

APP• Date
Area
of
per Surhead vey
of
com •
Mor.

921.1603.

,

2231 .1501•

.t

I

-

) 1860a

)
1859
1860
) 1858

)

1880a
1881d
11753 Z7 1879

3.)

Wodehouse
(Tambookie ·

s. )

)

187659

l870e

J?ort ·Beaufort 1694
847
847
1694
754 940 . 940 232 O. ·o. Oo 942. 10. 0 7739 9" 1859 f
(~ealci Tot.rs)
Stockenstrom
426
426
426
426
1519 .13. o. 151~13. o. 89)97 178 18 5i
(Flat R. set1854
tlernent.)
iueenstown
Oxkraal &
1146
3780 1901 1879
146 1000
5638.o.o. 220.16. o. 63019 33 JB'Tl h
Kamas tone)
K.W .Towno
Largely taken up.
15 small locations.
1865;
c.£4500o
1879 J

-

-

-

-

TCfl'ALS { in · eluding many 18366 9009 9357 10046
not mentioned here.

3062

4984 3037 37410.9.4. 8915.15.o. ffi2298 881

!~l
i~ ~
l
i!
(e

-N.Bo

Careless survey.
Only just finished.
l'iJn titles prepared.
Not sub-divided for purposes of
individual tenure.
Careless survey.
Lots all occupied before
survey.

(h) Very careful survey of those allotments who owners wanted inidvidual tenure • .
(i) Some mission surveys un ~er the
(j) Kaffrarian regulations. Some
surveyed bys. lookint to
,_; runt L i'or payr.1E.nt i'cdrly
s ucc es sfuly. Surv(;y -or
Gtneral recomnE.nds bon"". fide
occupiE..r before survey.

In accordance with a res olution of the Legislature luJ session the
Treasury will bear one-half of the cost of survey for ihe future,
to be included as the taking up of titles had not thtn [stopped.
-< i.V'\f" v'· t ~-{ ,(J..,. -
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